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College of Education
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Zoe Louise Hewett
Megan Marie Schenk
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Thomas Earl Holman
Travis Soppe
John Thomas Stevenson
Teresa Anne-Marie Triolo
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Chandra Deanne DeBlasio
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Jennifer Stear
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Kelly Ryan O’Rourke
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

Commencement

December 15, 2006
10:00 am ♦ Taco Bell Arena

Prelude Music .......................................................... Boise State University Symphonic Winds
John King, Director

*Processional .......................................................... Pomp and Circumstance

*Flag Ceremony ....................................................... ROTC Honor Color Guard
Boise State Bronco Battalion

Welcome and Remarks ............................................. Robert W. Kustra, President
Milford Terrell, State Board of Education

RECOGNITIONS

Emeriti Faculty
Janet Davis, Professor, Orientation Librarian and
Coordinator of User Services, Albertsons Library
Daniel D. Huff, Professor, School of Social Work
Richard J. McCloskey, Professor, Biology
Beverly A. Miller, Professor, Reference Librarian, Albertsons Library
R. Larry Reynolds, Professor, Economics
Adrien P. Taylor, Professor, Coordinator of Reference Services,
Albertsons Library

Student Address ....................................................... LaTisha C. Clark

Conferring of Degrees ............................................. Robert W. Kustra, President

Graduate College
Hooding of Doctoral Candidates
Doctor of Education, Curriculum and Instruction (Ed.D.)
Teresa Lynn England
Rebecca Celia Maria King
Doctor of Philosophy, Geophysics (Ph.D.)
Marc Leonard Buursink
Timothy Chad Johnson

College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business and Economics
College of Education
College of Engineering
College of Health Sciences
College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
Larry G. Selland College of Applied Technology

Benediction .......................................................... Erin Haight accompanied by Andre Constantinescu
The Impossible Dream from Man of LaMancha

*Recessional .......................................................... Golden Jubilee

Reception to follow in the Jordan Ballroom of the Student Union Building.
Shuttle buses available to and from the reception.

*Audience will please stand
Baccalaureate

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Susan Bellomy
Denise A Braswell
Kasey Marie Brock
Amanda Michele Clausen
Maria D Flores
Kodie Ann Hicks
Thomas Earl Holman
Crystal Dawn Kupper
Jessica Laree Lee
Jamie Marie Montgomery
Jennifer Rice
Chantel Danae Schaal
Travis Soppe
Brandi Jean Venable
Amber Ann Zerr

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Julie Celine Adams
Melissa Kay Almond
Erika Dawn Bates
Amber Ruth Bird
Macy Boggs
Christina Dianne Case
Daniel Todd Coleman
John H Colvin
Darlene Marie Dill
Lori Ann Dobkins
Gina L Dunn
Nichelle Leanne Dykema
Jennifer D Ellsworth
Pamela Marie Hall
Zoe Louise Hewett
Jennifer A Hobdey
Kayle Ann Holtry
Geffery Sterling Hubble
Michael Nicholas Johnston
Thomas P Maione
Robin Kay Meacham
Seth Allen Merritt
Carley Jo Miller
Steven C Miller
Kelly Ryan O’Rourke
Sabrina A Oldfield
Debbie Lynn Pedersen
Cynthia Ann Peterson
David Michael Rasmussen
Jose M Rodriguez II
Jason Owen Roethig
Megan Marie Schenck
Tara L Schwartz
Tammy Lee Scott
Maureen Elizabeth Shea
Mindy DJ Smith
Lori Ann Stanley
Amy Jo Tucker
Sheena L Wellard

CUM LAUDE
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Brandi Whipple
Kyle Nathan Wolf
Mackenzie Elizabeth Wood
Joshua Dean Woodard
Jeremy Paul Adams
Donald E Anderson
Karen Elaine Anderson
Andrew Garrett Archer
Kimberley V Argo
Brooke Amanda Armstrong
Stephanie Ruth Armstrong
Kristi Ann Beckwith
Daina Brooke Benson
Douglas Lee Bigelow
Jedidiah Ballantyne Broadbent
Jennifer Marie Buchholz
Hillard M Chappell
Mari Lindsi Chugg
LaTisha C Clark
Allison Courtney Coffman
Tess Collins
Nicole Ann Cullen
Miakila Rose Davidek
Elly Grace Annabelle Davis
Emily Diane Davis
Aaron Benjamin Day
AmiBeth Day
Aaron Wayne Detmar
Gwendolyn Joyce Earls-Morton
David A Egbert
Jennifer E Feehan
Shanna Jo Fehrs
Darra Leanne Franz
Wendi Lynn Gibbons
Tracy Lynn Glass
Ellen Alison Haffner
Elaina Gay Hall
Blake John Hansen
Tori J Hederman
Riley Cordell Hickox
Trent Duhaime Hinchcliff
Crystal L Hodges
Jeffrey Robert Jacobs
Emily Jubeck
Brandon Anthony Keim
Bryan H Kindelberger
Joseph A LaRose
Kristi Joy Lakatos
Joseph Patrick Lane
Jessica Ann Lantz
Michele Nichole Larson
Kristina Elisabeth Lindahl-Crozier
Holley Jean Lindt
Katherine L McDonough
Amber Yume McVey
Victoria Mercado
Linda Kay Mikitish
Eric Raymond Moore
Jack Owen Murphy
Anthony Kenji Nakashima
Scott Jay Nicholas
Rebecca Ann Nichols
Cathy Ann Nicholson
Tamara Parten
David John Paul
Kandis Marie Pedersen-Romero
Christopher J Peterson
Ashley Dina Pisani
Gina LeeAnn Post
Liliana Rodriguez
Maria E. Rollins
Stacy Ann Roos
Todd Boyd Rosenberger
Sharon Dolores Ross
Jessica Elizabeth Rowland
Amy Kristine Schaeffer
Katherine J Scott
Marianne Scott
Linda Devon Snow
Jennifer Stear
Michael Clark Steen
John Thomas Stevenson
Eric Glenn Swanson
Terance A Thueson
Teresa Anne-Marie Triolo
Jones B Turner
Brandt Jerald Wadsworth
Lynnette Aurore Wadsworth
Anna Helene Warns
Amy Lynn Watters
Katherine Rae Wiese
Thomas Wiggs
Laura Beth Williams
DuAnn L Wright

Associate

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Landon Kelly Grange

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Amber Ruth Bird
Lindsey Allene Braun
Amanda Lee Brizendine
Kesh Bono Brown
Christina M Geertson
Kathleen Ann Grubb
Nicole Susanne Wattier
Jami Lee Wood

CUM LAUDE
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Aletheia Asher rose Barton
Jordie Mae Booth
Sarah Elizabeth Coker
Jennifer Kaye Cook
Christie J Dodson
Edith Carol Fuchs
Cheryl Ann Gerla
Gina Elaine Hanson
Stefani Ann Hesseltine
Katherine Elizabeth Hill
David Allen Kallberg
Troy Thomas Nichol
Bronwyn Hollie Roberts
Jessica Elizabeth Rowland
JoRae Thorne
Timothy Ray Wilkinson
Judy Lynn Wohlert
Brent J Woods

Associate of
Applied Science

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Mike Thomas Atkins
Michael L Bess
Donald Richard DeMichele
Robert Alder Dixon
Jesse S Johnson
Scott E Krahn

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Tabitha S Gilmore
Ryan Kelly Hoolahan
Donald Lee Horton
Andrew S Kendall
Meghan Teresa Monteith
Jonathan Andrew Mullin
Brandon Resor Payne
Gary Randall Spencer
David Delos Venable
Mark Steven Welsh

CUM LAUDE
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Lucas Laurence Budell
Sydney Kenneth Jr Carr
Paula J Dillon
Mark Patrick Ferbrache
Nathan Arthur Hines

Brian Christopher Ireland
Kevin David Loper
Thomas Joseph Mattus
Douglas Alen Mulvihill
Lawrence F Rose
Katie Sue Sinclair
Rick Brent Tolliver
Jose Manuel Wong

Advanced
Technical
Certificate

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
David Leniger

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Marc V Boyd
Bruce W Fuller
Elbert Shane Wright

CUM LAUDE
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Clinton Joseph Marshall
Lawrence F Rose

Technical
Certificate

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Bradley Golden Callahan
Bruce Mount

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(3.75 TO 3.94 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Dean P Perman
Joseph Lee Putney
Andrew S Ragland
Ronald Rich
Jeffrey M Willey

Postsecondary
Technical
Certificate

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(3.95 TO 4.00 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Lucinda R Allen
James R Anderson
Curtis Bly
Raymond M Boese
Richard Lewis Carr
Lord Byron James Dooley
James D Follick
Michael J Kissler
Paul J McDaid
Douglas B Monahan
Jean Vernell Morris
David E Pena
Sergey P Radchuk
Mario Ramirez
Kathryn E Reed
Walter J Saul
Murray Jay Vaughn

CUM LAUDE
(3.50 TO 3.74 GRADE POINT AVERAGE)
Jonathan Lee Felty
Jason Samuel Jarvis
Jose Lomeli
Crystal Dawn Miller
Beverley Joy Nicholl
Santos Reyes
Gene Allen Walker
Graduate College

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION, CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Mary Ann Rawley
Rebecca Celia Maria King
Teresa L England
Linda Fay Kirby

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, GEOPHYSICS
Marc Buursink
Timothy Chad Johnson

MASTER OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTANCY
Nathan Merle Coburn
Daffny Marie Lindemood
Tom J Porter
Timothy Bryon Richey
Joel Dan Sessions
Robert Paul Sloan
Christy Marie Van Paepegem
Benjamin Robin Wickstrom
Aleksey V Zverkov

MASTER OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTANCY, TAXATION
Yulia Bjekic
Charmaine Chantelle Caprai
Cordell Ryan Chigbrow
Latisha Eve Hulet
Boon Pock Lim
Leslie Jennings Major
Johnathon McGill
Amy Lynn Meredith
Alicia Ann Nichols
Ronald James Petersen
William Lee Smith
Bryan Wendell Sorenson
Jodi G Whittaker

MASTER OF APPLIED HISTORICAL RESEARCH
Johnny Paul Hester

MASTER OF ARTS, BIOLOGY
Luana Marie McCauley

MASTER OF SCIENCE, BIOLOGY
Stephanie Ann Billing
Gregory Scott Burak
Lynell DeAnn Deines
Hollie Lynne Leavitt
Vittoria G Marzot
Gina Diggs Patton
Kristin L Ross
Carl Bernard Stiefel
Amy Jane Stillman
Quenton M Tuckett
John Paul Wilford

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Farid Anani
Tremayne Van Arnold
Sara D Bernstein
Ryan Kirk Bitton
Brian E Bolt
Krista Marie H Bolt
Joshua Abel Cardenas
Heather M Carroll
Ryan Jarrod Conley
Samuel L Cottam
Steven Anthony Donzelli
Charles William Ellison
Matthew Mark Elzie
Robin Marie Evans
Clayton Daniel Freeman
Dustin Donald Fry
Robbin Gibson
William C Guidara
Evan A Hoge
Joshua Arthur Houchin
Mark J Hoxmeier
Gregory Lee Husted
Joshua Harold Ingram
Blair Scott Spaulding
Doreen Anita Warren
Kimberly Kristyne Woodings

MASTER OF ENGINEERING, CIVIL ENGINEERING
Jennifer Marie Charles

MASTER OF SCIENCE, CIVIL ENGINEERING
Suseel Dev Indrakanti
Kevin P Ryan

MASTER OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION
Timothy J Ellis
Monica Dee Hopkins
Christine Lukas Moore
Broonna Nicole Travis
Carissa Wolf

MASTER OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Valerie Storrs Hatcher

MASTER OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jared Hopkins
Conrad Redd Kennington
Gordon James McNutt
Mason E Vail

MASTER OF ARTS, COUNSELING
Maribel R Padron
Karla Marie Wade

MASTER OF FINE ARTS, CREATIVE WRITING
Matthew E Moorman
Janna Vega

MASTER OF ARTS, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Matthew Douglas Brechwald
Amanda C Freeman
AnnMarie Kaus
Craig Scott Kingsbury
Marilyn Maki McAuley
Lawrence Eric Skoglund

MASTER OF ARTS, EDUCATION, CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Natalie Aurich
Janine Ann Balfour
Roanna L Barclay
Sean Bierle
Stuart James Bryson
Robert John Carignan
Brenda Leanne Dewey
Tiffany Jane Disney
Kay L Fielding
Catherine Ann Galdos
Nancy Arellanes Guidara
Sandra Lee Gulley
Susan M Hawke
Phillip Bruce Hiller
Troy Ormond Howell
Carri Lyn Jones
James Kusterer
Randy David Lance
Jason Andrew Lang
Augusto Loayza-Borda
John P Louderback
Jennifer C McClain
William Richard McClain
Eric M McDermott
Karen J Olsen
Cambria Lynn Sims
Micah Joel Umphrey
Jami M Voss

MASTER OF ARTS, EDUCATION, CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION, OPTION: BILINGUAL EDUCATION/ESL
Brooke Marie Claridge

MASTER OF ARTS, EDUCATION, CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION, OPTION: SECONDARY CERTIFICATION
Jill Denise Hella
Leigh Ann Monroe
Eric Rausch
Ronald Kent Talbot
Mary Lynn Wills

MASTER OF ARTS, EDUCATION, EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES
Amy Michelle Dickerson
Christine Michelle Keller
Stacee Anne Smith-Marshall
Clare Michele Tyler
MASTER OF SCIENCE, EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
William Alan Baker
Peter Nicholas Bucci
Amanda Hilliard Chase
Neil Thomas Couturier
Tracia S Craig
Douglas Clyde Egerton
Caryn Lanette Esplin
Robert Leslie Evans III
Charles John Federmann
Wayne Mark Gomes
Brandon Wayne Hampton
Natalie Harlan
Jared Hodges
Margaret Schlick Jensen
Desiree Karen Martinez
Benjamin Roy McClure
Shayanne Shimshack McKown
Theresa Marie Mills
Rachelle Fullmer Moss
Lynnette Jo Nelson
Melissa Anne Palmer
Deborah Sue Pearis
Sarah Marie Reynolds
Sally Elizabeth Scudder
Andrew W Seymour
Bonnie Mae Speas
Dwayne Andrew Strachan
Kellie Elizabeth Taylor
Kathryn Lee Tracy

MASTER OF ARTS, EDUCATION, READING
Stephanie L Bailey-White
Maura N Brantley
Mary L Friddle
Amy Noelle Hutchinson
Gena N Marker
Linda G Palmer
Lisa Marie Sceirine
Jeffrey W Seaney
Gina Lynn Wiefels

MASTER OF ARTS, EDUCATION, SPECIAL EDUCATION
Carlos Bustillo
Leta L. Cox
Kimberly L. Hale

MASTER OF ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Meshack Pavan Appikatla
Sucheta Das
Dragos Dimitriu
Krishnamraju Kurra
Soumya Narasimhan

MASTER OF SCIENCE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Eric Raydell Booth
Krishna Duvvada
Richard Glen Southwick III
Yishan Zhao

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Russell Allen Benson
Robert John Hanson

MASTER OF ARTS, ENGLISH
Tamara Jeanne Gismondi
Pati Ann Thompson
Ethan A Young

MASTER OF ARTS, ENGLISH, ENGLISH EDUCATION EMPHASIS
Aaron James Antram
Erika Lynn Coleman
Nicole Daniell Johansen
Kelley Miller
Peter Frank Thomas

MASTER OF ARTS, ENGLISH, RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION EMPHASIS
Mary E Andrew

MASTER OF SCIENCE, EXERCISE AND SPORTS STUDIES
Kathleen M Berg
Sarah Elizabeth De Alba
Kristi Britina Lund
Kevin Lee Martinez

MASTER OF SCIENCE, GEOLOGY
Kimberly R Fowler
Lyndsey Lynn Needham
Melanie Lynne Vining

MASTER OF SCIENCE, GEOPHYSICS
Gregory K Nelson

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Amy Annette Balstad
Jaime Elizabeth Hinemen
Russell D Kite
Curtis John Maier
Niloufar Moghaddassin
Heidi M Robertson-Goffinet
Erik E Sirs

MASTER OF ARTS, HISTORY
Carol L Drake
Joshua P Haskett
Robert Taylor Kent
Alina Pitman
Candace Kay Trautman

MASTER OF ARTS, HISTORY, RESEARCH
Damon C Brown

MASTER OF SCIENCE, HYDROLOGIC SCIENCES
Pamella Sarah Aishlin

Danniella Makram Morgos
Abdelmasih

MASTER OF SCIENCE, INSTRUCTIONAL & PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY
Kim A Bahr
Todd Allen Barnhardt
Margot M Barrow
Sonia Kim Beare
Heather Diane Dixon
Kurt David Dorn
Antonio Gonzalez
Betsy Taleen Hawkins
Diane Stewart Holcomb
Jeffrey Lynn Jager
Ann Marie Jenkins
Elizabeth V Johnsen
Richard Alan Martin
Christabel Nazareth
Shaunda R Paden
Christopher J Petritz
Amanda Margaret Ramassini
Davin M Shing
Richard Dana Thomas
Valarie D Thomas
Gia Leggins Todd
Katia Trevil
Tiona VanDevender
James Clifton Young

MASTER OF SCIENCE, INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Nicole Suzanne Cheatum

MASTER IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Shilpa Balan

MASTER OF SCIENCE, MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Kathleen Louise Dewey
YongSick Joo
Imad Iqbal Mohammad
Rama Harish Poduru
Adam Nicholas Winn

MASTER OF ENGINEERING, MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
John David Hopkins
Jennifer Lynn Seewald

MASTER OF SCIENCE, MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Michelle L Gerritsen
Korey Moeller
Lisa Rose Warner

MASTER OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Kimberly Ann Reynolds Grimes
Thomas Kinzel
MASTER OF ENGINEERING, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Frantz Coq
Aaron Michael Ulmer

MASTER OF SCIENCE, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Brandon Micheal Chaffin
Wayne Robert Fischer
Nathaniel M Haro
Todd Alan Haynes
Katy Rose Roeske

MASTER OF MUSIC, MUSIC, PEDAGOGY
Julie A Barson

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Jennifer J Armstrong
Aaron Michael Croft
Teresa Lorraine Guanche
Kaleb John Phelps
Ramon Vega Silva
Jill Castelo Silvey
Jared Gregory Tatro
Tiffany Amber Whitmore

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION/ENGLISH, JOURNALISM EMPHASIS
Perry Thomas Hurst
Erica Gemineese Larson
Bruce Edwin Mattison
Betty Jane Miller
Natalie Lynne Orgill
Edna Padilla
Barrett David Smith
Gena Louise Souza

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, WRITING EMPHASIS
Julia C Arredondo
Mari Lindsli Chugg
Nicole Ann Cullen
Andrea M Day
Crystal L Hodges
Richard Alan Jones
Sharon Dolores Ross
Amy Dawn Seader
Tia R Stallones
Justin Marshall Tharpe
Lindsey Joan Welker
Crystal Leola Young

BACHELOR OF ARTS, FRENCH
Lucas James McGregor

BACHELOR OF ARTS, GRAPHIC DESIGN
Ricardo Luis Cabrera
Jon Charles Ekburg

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, ILLUSTRATION
Jeffrey Levi Denmark
Jon Charles Ekburg
Jennifer W Glauser
Karen Ann Madura
## Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies
- April Shannon Clark

## Bachelor of Science, Mathematics
- Teresa Anne-Marie Triolo

## Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, Secondary Education
- Melissa Cavazos Bass
- Michael Joseph Robinett

## Bachelor of Arts, Music
- Elisa Jacquelyn Barnes
- Michelle Leslie Chinn
- Burgess Guy Gudmundson

## Bachelor of Science, Physics
- James Robert Rodriguez

## Bachelor of Arts, Spanish
- Denise Marie Carines
- Jill Scaglia Chrisman
- Lorena Cisneros-Alvarez
- Maria Angeles Gonzalez-Juarez
- Gema Juarez
- Lazaro Juan Martinez
- Alma Rosa Navarrete
- Maureen Elizabeth Shea
- Angeles Villa

## Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Dramatic Writing Option
- Brandi Jean Venable

## Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Performance Option
- Sara M Bruner
- Aaron Quentin Burdin
- Mary Jeanette Sansotta

## Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Secondary Education
- Heather Ann Fox

## Bachelor of Arts, Visual Art
- Natalie Jean Chavez
- Ramon Paul Egusquiza
- Starla D Finke
- Jonathan Samuel Holland
- Velia Salinas
- Emily C Sykes
- SonHui Teets

## Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Interdisciplinary Art Studio Emphasis
- Tammy Lee Scott

## Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Painting Emphasis
- Patricia M Carothers

## Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Photography Emphasis
- John Towner

## Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Sculpture Emphasis
- Eric Raymond Moore
- Cynthia Ann Peterson

## Associate of Arts
- Sarah Elizabeth Coker
- Andrei Alexandru Criciunescu
- Sabrina Son Fournier
- Donna Ann Graham
- Landon Kelly Grange
- Kathleen Ann Grubb
- Gina Elaine Hanson
- Nathan M Ihli
- Sarah Lynne Knoble-Totorica
- Holly Meyer
- Richard M Moerles
- Heather Anne Sayer

## Associate of Science
- Jennifer Leigh Aguilar
- Esnedia Angelina Arellano-Rivas
- Dayna Maree Ball
- Aletheia Asher rose Barton
- Catherine Rachel Baucham
- Traci A Caldwell
- Timothy Michael Douglas
- Randy Lee Ford
- Mary Ruth Mishima Forsberg
- Daniel Scott Fowlds
- Cheryl Ann Gerla
- Lindsey Kay Gorringe
- Katy Sue Hally
- Arlene Marie Harris
- Vernesa Hatic
- Carla C Hicks
- Katherine Elizabeth Hill
- Edward Francis Johnson II
- Laura E Larson
- Christopher A Morenas

## College of Business & Economics

## Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy
- Kristine Noel Howard
- Suzanne M Murphy-Sweet
- Robert Pres Walker

## Bachelor of Business Administration, Accountancy
- Diana Lynn Azevedo
- Heather Annette Bohn
- Jedidiah Ballantyne Broadbent
- Nicholas Rand Cauffman
- Gregory Lee Chaffin
- Amanda Michele Clausen
- Daniel Todd Coleman
- Diana Elizabeth Collins
- Brooks Brian Engstrom
- Wendi Lynn Gibbons
- Amy Teresa Gillett
- Maria Angeles Gonzalez-Juarez
- Sue Kyung Ha
- Shilo Dee Hale
- Blake John Hansen
- Jeffery Sterling Hubble
- Kristen K Huntington
- Michael Nicholas Johnston
- Rusti Lyn Joiner
- Carol Anne Kaczynski
- Brandon Anthony Keim
- Kimber Kraus
- RaShaun Vanessa May
- Andrew John McAllister
- Robin Kay Meacham
- Robert Charles Morris
- Elizabeth Angelica Mott
- Melissa Cae Murar
- Jennifer Ann Nekl
- Lindsey L Noe
- Matthew Nicholas Porter
- Mindy DJ Smith
- Craig Alan Taylor
- Jeffrey Alan Taylor
- Michael Scott Thompson
- Colleen Marie Underwood
- Jason Michael Williams
- Jeremy Charles Wonch
- Regina Yensen
- Zhuoli Zhou
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTANCY
  Thomas Andrew Heffelfinger
  Brett Nicole Pollard
  Jacob David Rose
  Rick Elton Sager

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY-FINANCE
  Darlene Marie Dill
  Lori Ann Dobbins

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY, SOCIAL SCIENCE EMPHASIS
  Kyle Walker Jewett
  Jenny M Kniss

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ACCOUNTANCY ECONOMICS, SOCIAL SCIENCE EMPHASIS
  Nichelle Leanne Dykema

BACHELOR OF ARTS, FINANCE
  Riya Sunilkumar Bhattacharya
  Robert Thomas Black
  Brandon Adam Bradshaw
  Craig Gaylen Brown
  Staffan Per Jonsson
  Jon Justin Kinzer
  Steven C Miller
  Dena Michelle Molsee
  David John Paul
  Kyle Timothy Stringer
  Michael Scott Thompson
  Brandt Jerald Wadsworth
  Keith Alan Watson
  Erica Lynn Weber
  Mackenzie Elizabeth Wood

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS ECONOMICS
  Michael John Ansel
  Jared Scott Cooke
  James Lee Miles
  Iris Zepeda Gomez

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
  Kenneth Robert Beeson
  Aaron Benjamin Day
  Timothy Allen Elton
  Stephen Glenn Ertel
  Ronald Gabriel Hathaway
  Chad Marvin Hodge
  Megan M Kehoe
  Hojoong Paul Lee
  Matthew Gregory Leeds
  Ryan Philip Mothershead
  Nathan David Scafe
  Adriel Autumn Sheridan
  Paul Christian Shiflet
  Jeffrey Brian Stoker
  Austin R Warr
  Jonathan L Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
  Jodie Ann Hostetler
  Jean Olson
  James Melvin Toone IV
  Melissa Louise Whitchurch

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS
  Trent Duhome Hinchcliff

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, INTERNATIONAL EMPHASIS
  Ryan William Head

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, SOCIAL SCIENCE EMPHASIS
  Joseph A LaRose
  Elaine Marie Lacaiilade
  Joshua James Laughtland
  Kristen Ann Levandusky
  Mark Lee Madson
  Mark Lorne Martin
  Fedor B Martsenyuk
  Heather Hope Mastalski
  Jennifer Christine McBride
  Kaycee L McCauley
  Meagan Marie McMaster
  Michael Keith Mercil
  James Scott Mills
  Legedu Agbora Naanee
  Justin Michael Neddo
  Jennifer Ann Neil
  Cher Lavan Nelson
  Timothy Craig Nelson
  Mary Beth Palmer
  David John Paul
  William Bryant Pearce
  Rebecca Audris Pfeiffer
  Andrea Jill Prisbrey
  Blake Daniel Rast
  Christopher David Ratto
  Scott Moroni Schwab
  Lindsay Lee Shanboltz
  Howard R Teutsch
  Colleen Marie Underwood
  Shurie Michelle Urquidi
  Karen Dale VonStromberg
  Patrick Steven Douglas Walsh
  Jessica Ann Williams
  Mary Elizabeth Williams
  Kevin Ryan Worack

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
  James Paul Corpstein
  William Ryan Fisher
  Joshua J Hartman
  Dena Michelle Molsee
  Daniel J Riley
  Yuliya Svatoslavovna Sagan
  Manuel Villegas-Rodriguez
  Yang Wang

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT,
ENTREPRENEURIAL OPTION
  Jeremy Paul Adams
  Kevin Kluckhohn
  Brad James Shrum
  Bryant Miles Ward
  Joshua Dean Woodard

BACHELOR OF ARTS, MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTION
  Steven Bryce Nelson
College of Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
James Darrel Neil Bailey
Justin Thomas Cremer
Rhonda K Faulkner
Emmerentia Jo Guthrie
Thomas Karl Holman
Jonathan Ray Knopp
Joseph Patrick Lane
Meghan Brae Slupe
Travis Soppe
Donald Robert Tibbets

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Theodore John Clevenger
Preston G Ellingford
Korey Dean Hall
Renato Arteaga Juarez
Lucas Paul Lee
Nick Scott Ploetz
John Thomas Stevenson
Scott Montel Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
José Arturo Garcia
Mark Kalei Hadrick
Hussien Khjo
Adam Lee Neiwert
Rushi Rathod

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Meir Morales Cabaltea
Shawn Lee Flagstad
Carl Henry Marcum
Gabriel Scott Mc Daniel
James Matthew Orr
Steven Waite Parker

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER SCIENCE
Yousif Al Ghamdi
Travis Shane Bostick
LaTisha C Clark
Eric Alan Copp
Jens Christian Grames
James E Hatmaker
Amy Elizabeth Yvonne Manley
Michael David Mc Queary
Anthony Kenji Nakashima
Jedidiah Frederick Thomet
Teresa Anne-Marie Triolo
Kevin Udink
Charles Jay Wical

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER SCIENCE, INFORMATICS EMPHASIS
Andrea Nicole Anderson
Marion C Carter
Bryan Ed Cowan Catacata
Jamie Brooke Crossland
Aaron Douglas Drysdale
Gwendolyn Joyce Earls-Morton
Orquidea Pahola Flores
Suzannah Maria Hathaway
Leslie Michelle Hazen
Michele JoLayne Heeb
Jami Lynne Herbst
Aaron Matthew Hoffman
Stephanie Alyssa Hoef
Jeremy Weldon Johnson
Lisa Marie Johnson
Joshua Jimmy Lee
Michelle Ann Maxey
Linda Kay Mikitish
Zach J Raptosh
Stephanie Renfro
Jennifer Marie Scharff
Lynda Kristine Scherer
Jennifer Stear
Laura Jane Thomason
Susan Catherine Tooke
Heather Rayna VanDyck
Darrek Nicholas Woodbury

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH STUDES
Andrea Nicole Anderson
Marion C Carter
Bryan Ed Cowan Catacata
Jamie Brooke Crossland
Aaron Douglas Drysdale
Gwendolyn Joyce Earls-Morton
Orquidea Pahola Flores
Suzannah Maria Hathaway
Leslie Michelle Hazen
Michele JoLayne Heeb
Jami Lynne Herbst
Aaron Matthew Hoffman
Stephanie Alyssa Hoef
Jeremy Weldon Johnson
Lisa Marie Johnson
Joshua Jimmy Lee
Michelle Ann Maxey
Linda Kay Mikitish
Zach J Raptosh
Stephanie Renfro
Jennifer Marie Scharff
Lynda Kristine Scherer
Jennifer Stear
Laura Jane Thomason
Susan Catherine Tooke
Heather Rayna VanDyck
Darrek Nicholas Woodbury

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Jamey Renee Duffy
Mitzi Anne Lamke
Sarah J Mannix

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, INFORMATICS EMPHASIS
Shawna Renee Hoyer
Lowell L Kennedy, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, INFORMATICS EMPHASIS
Andrea Nicole Anderson
Marion C Carter
Bryan Ed Cowan Catacata
Jamie Brooke Crossland
Aaron Douglas Drysdale
Gwendolyn Joyce Earls-Morton
Orquidea Pahola Flores
Suzannah Maria Hathaway
Leslie Michelle Hazen
Michele JoLayne Heeb
Jami Lynne Herbst
Aaron Matthew Hoffman
Stephanie Alyssa Hoef
Jeremy Weldon Johnson
Lisa Marie Johnson
Joshua Jimmy Lee
Michelle Ann Maxey
Linda Kay Mikitish
Zach J Raptosh
Stephanie Renfro
Jennifer Marie Scharff
Lynda Kristine Scherer
Jennifer Stear
Laura Jane Thomason
Susan Catherine Tooke
Heather Rayna VanDyck
Darrek Nicholas Woodbury

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH STUDIES
Andrea Nicole Anderson
Marion C Carter
Bryan Ed Cowan Catacata
Jamie Brooke Crossland
Aaron Douglas Drysdale
Gwendolyn Joyce Earls-Morton
Orquidea Pahola Flores
Suzannah Maria Hathaway
Leslie Michelle Hazen
Michele JoLayne Heeb
Jami Lynne Herbst
Aaron Matthew Hoffman
Stephanie Alyssa Hoef
Jeremy Weldon Johnson
Lisa Marie Johnson
Joshua Jimmy Lee
Michelle Ann Maxey
Linda Kay Mikitish
Zach J Raptosh
Stephanie Renfro
Jennifer Marie Scharff
Lynda Kristine Scherer
Jennifer Stear
Laura Jane Thomason
Susan Catherine Tooke
Heather Rayna VanDyck
Darrek Nicholas Woodbury

College of Health Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Olivea Faye Cunningham
Darrel Glen Krajnik
Ian James Percy
Tanner Gough Rubin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Jamey Renee Duffy
Mitzi Anne Lamke
Sarah J Mannix

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, INFORMATICS EMPHASIS
Shawna Renee Hoyer
Lowell L Kennedy, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, INFORMATICS EMPHASIS
Andrea Nicole Anderson
Marion C Carter
Bryan Ed Cowan Catacata
Jamie Brooke Crossland
Aaron Douglas Drysdale
Gwendolyn Joyce Earls-Morton
Orquidea Pahola Flores
Suzannah Maria Hathaway
Leslie Michelle Hazen
Michele JoLayne Heeb
Jami Lynne Herbst
Aaron Matthew Hoffman
Stephanie Alyssa Hoef
Jeremy Weldon Johnson
Lisa Marie Johnson
Joshua Jimmy Lee
Michelle Ann Maxey
Linda Kay Mikitish
Zach J Raptosh
Stephanie Renfro
Jennifer Marie Scharff
Lynda Kristine Scherer
Jennifer Stear
Laura Jane Thomason
Susan Catherine Tooke
Heather Rayna VanDyck
Darrek Nicholas Woodbury

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, NURSING
Meagan Elaine Johnston
Seth Allen Merritt
Shannon Peace Morris
Angela Michelle Silsby
Blanca C Sturgis
Connie Jean Zimmerman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PRE-DENTAL STUDIES
David Michael Rasmussen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE, COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY EMPHASIS
AmiBeth Day
Chandra Deanne DeBlasio
Kandis Marie Pedersen-Romero
Lori Ann Stanley
Tonia Lynn White

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE, DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL SONOGRAPHY EMPHASIS
Joy Dawn Deatherage
Christina Faye Hall
Mary Louise Krouth
Kelly Lewis Lim
Maria J Orizaba
Cherish Kaye Peterson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE, GENERAL STUDIES EMPHASIS
Amber Ruth Bird

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, RESPIRATORY CARE
Teresa Ann Campbell
Melissa Kay Almond
Stephanie Joleen Frank
Darra Leanne Franz
Jamie Nichole Grandstaff
Valerie Ann Johnson
Tammy K Krueger
John Edward Chau Lam
Peninah Mwangi
Dan Alan Neifert
Alyssa Ann Rowe
Janie Lee Stoddard

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Richard M Goertz

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, NURSING
Erin Katherine Adams
Dawn Michelle Battenfield
Kimberly Joy Beckley
Bradley Alexander Bigford
Adam Southworth Bingham
Jacquelin Naomi Blair
Jordie Mae Booth
Lindsey Allene Braun
Amanda Lee Brizendine
Kesh Bono Brown
Jennifer Anne Casey
Jennifer Kaye Cook
Jeremy Spence Cureton
Kara Elizabeth Davis

Boise State University Winter 2006 Commencement
Cortney Lynn Dixon
Christie J Dodson
Stacey Lee Durrant
Leslie Renee Espinoza
Christopher M Evans
Karla Marie Fisher
Rhonda Marie Frost
Edith Carol Fuchs
Harold Eduardo Fuhriman
Christina M Geertson
Angela Marie Gonzalez
Gabrielle Elizabeth Gray
Amos Obadiah Haley
Jerrie Ann Hammons
Donna Brown Heimback
Victorio Richard Hernandez
Stefani Ann Hesselline
Steven T Hinkle
Charlene Annette Houde
Hayley Dawn Howell
Raul S Huerta
Rebecca Mae Humphreys
Valerie Grace Hurst
John Paul Sells Isaacson
Amanda Lou Jakobson
Christie Ann Jensen
Mark Eldon Johnston
Brenda Lee Jones
Kathleen Harriet Joyce
David Allen Kallberg
Alissa Renee Keating
Denise Lynn Kessler
Miranda Lea Koenekamp
Laura L Long
James Eric Lowther
Casey Matthew Lunstrum
Debra Jane Martin
Rebecca Ann McNutt
Matthew Wayne Merrill
Amie Miller
Leslie Anne Morton
Frances Sue Mulliken
Troy Thomas Nichol
Bryan Michael Owens
Jessica Lee Paik
Emily Mae Palmer
Lisa K Peters
Allyson Renee Reynolds
Sharon Marie Ritz
Bronwyn Hollie Roberts
Maya Dyxie Rodriguez
Michelle Renee Severin
Jo Lynne Shepard
Amie Renee Shepherd
John Lewis Sigursdon
Megan Diane Spencer
Taylor Roseanne Stanley
Jennifer Rebecca Street
Cheryl Lynn Suhr
Cheri Thomas
JoRae Thorne
Tonia Dawn Walston
Nicole Susanne Wattier
Erick Roy Welch
Timothy Ray Wilkinson
Judy Lynn Wohlert
Staci Sue Wright

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE
Amber Ruth Bird

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, RESPIRATORY CARE
Omar Abdullah Al-Zumai
Candace Perry
Randal Orr Rose

College of Social Science & Public Affairs

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION
Kimberley V Argo
Megan Ann Biorkman
Kasey Marie Brock
Colton Coby Brooks
Thomas Jackson Brown
Chauncey D Butler
Alanah Maree Carroll
Brian Lee Chapin
Melissa Marie Cleland
Rebecca A Davey
Mikaela Rose Davedek
Catherine Loise Dickinson
Damon Christopher Drougas
Antoine L Echols
Anthony Lloyd Field
Anna M Fuller
Dawn Jonita Green
Jennifer Ann Hallyburton
Arlene Marie Harris
Anthony Paul Haus
April Dawn Heaps
Donald Edward Heck
Erin Elizabeth Hendricks
Ginnell Lee Hill
Jennifer Leigh Jones
Micah John Lee Kneidl
Megan Elizabeth Kurtz
Kristi Joy Lakatos
Michele Nichole Larson
Bradley Jack Lau
Kristina Elisabeth Lindahl-Crozier
Stacy L Marston
Richard Kimball Martini
Morgan Hanson McCannish
LaGary Dawson Mitchell
Matthew Richard Niece
Abbie Lee O’Hara
Julie Elizabeth O’Leary
Jolene T Palmer
Beau Bryant Reinhard
Helen Noel Robison-Rich
Blair Alyse Rosenthal

Benjamin M Schmitt
Garri Scopelliti
Patrick Devin Shea
Faith Smith
Mark Steven Smith
Nicholas Leonard Stanberg
McNeal Thompson III
Amy Jo Tucker
Kandis Maria White
Sayaka Yoshida

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION, SECONDARY EDUCATION
Tracy Lynn Glass
Camille Marie Levi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Lindsay Armine Crawford

BACHELOR OF ARTS, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Kristi Ann Beckwith
Kellie Ann Bergey
Marcia K Chauvin
Chantel DeMill
Catherine Diane Gates
Kari Anne Gdula
Timothy Dale Howley
Brandon Lee Kelley
Heather Jean Ramos
Angelica R Ruiz
Scott Eric Solum
Cherie A Staples
Michael Clark Steen
Jake Armando Whiteleather
Amber Nicole Whitmore

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Jason M Asher
Elizabeth Lea Ashworth
Daina Brooke Benson
Kalli Jean Blumhorst
Rebecca Lyn Callahan
Hillari M Chappel
Becky Ann Doney
Michael David Etzler
Pamela Marie Hall
Jennifer A Hobdey
Ryan Tayler Hoirup
Jeffrey McKay Jensen
Kristy Rae Jones
Tyler Lynn Jussel
Amy M Lymcan
Mitchell Todd Marks
Jessica C McCumber
Nicholas James McDonald
Lisa McLinn
Alma Rosa Navarrete
Samuel Avery Nesbitt
Rebecca Ann Nichols
Brian Dean Nyland
Brenda Ortiz
Mary Kathryn Quinlin
Bruce Owen Roseborough
Todd Boyd Rosenberger
Robert Charles Scheuch
Jason Michael Shanks
Travis John Sholley
Chad Patrick Smith
Scott Eric Smyth
Aaron Michael Stubblefield
Terance A Thueson
Kerry Lee Vanhees
James Adrian Wittmann
Kyle Nathan Wolf

BACHELOR OF ARTS, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION, COURTS AND LAW EMPHASIS
Jessica Laree Lee

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION, COURTS AND LAW EMPHASIS
Bryant Tyler Albi
Olen Michael Leader

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION, LAW ENFORCEMENT EMPHASIS
Katherine Camille Covey
Kyler Sid Henderson

BACHELOR OF ARTS, HISTORY
Karen Elaine Anderson
Megan Marie Bartels
Erika Dawn Bates
Hillary Michelle Davidson
Elly Grace Annabelle Davis
Brian William Decker
Patrick Andrew Douglass
Audra Lynn Green
Ellen Alison Haftner
Mark Patrick Hibberd
Bruce Albert Jensen
Brady Wellington Jones
Joshua Robert Martz
Shawn Clark Maybon
Jack Owen Murphy
Thomas J Owen
Douglas Allen Leavenworth Paddock
Debbie Linn Pedersen
Robyn Michelle Post
Donald James Ritchey
Richard Randall Russell
Clinton James Thompson
Kristin Lynn Wilkins

BACHELOR OF ARTS, HISTORY, SECONDARY EDUCATION
Reginald Melbrough
Emalee Merrell
Amber Joy Javaux Obert

BACHELOR OF ARTS, HISTORY, SOCIAL STUDIES, SECONDARY EDUCATION EMPHASIS
Stephanie Ruth Armstrong

BACHELOR OF ARTS, MASS COMMUNICATION/JOURNALISM
Sherman Paul Blaser
Amber Lee Fugger
Tiffani Noelle Isaacson
Crystal Dawn Kupper
Krista Lee Mudge
Ryan Kurt Pfleger
Andrew Jesse Phelps
Alexander Quintus Phoemin
Katrina L Savitz
Lauren Christine Tyler
Amber Ann Zerr

BACHELOR OF ARTS, MULTl-ETHNIC STUDIES
Julie Ann Beeson
Serena Kathryn Moore
Liliana Rodriguez

BACHELOR OF ARTS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC POLICY EMPHASIS
Brent Matthew Cagen
Susanne Michele Clark-Ignatchik
Natalie Anne Gibson
Jason Harvey Gracida
Coby Matthew Harrod
Tara Marie Hasenoebrl
Michele E Mac Kenzie
Ryan Keith McDaniel
David Steven Merrick
Ashley Dina Pisani
Maria E. Rollins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC POLICY EMPHASIS
Brent Matthew Cagen
Susanne Michele Clark-Ignatchik
Natalie Anne Gibson
Jason Harvey Gracida
Coby Matthew Harrod
Tara Marie Hasenoebrl
Michele E Mac Kenzie
Ryan Keith McDaniel
David Steven Merrick
Ashley Dina Pisani
Maria E. Rollins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, POLITICAL SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, SECONDARY EDUCATION
Joshua Dufferin Aldinger
Brittany Lynn Nelson

BACHELOR OF ARTS, PSYCHOLOGY
Lorena Cisneros-Alvarez
John H Colvin
Nicholas David Cottrell
Sarah Nazanene Harris
Barry C Lewis
Julie Anne McCutcheon
Shannon Kyle Mckown
Maureen Elizabeth Shea

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PSYCHOLOGY
Linda D Andrews
Dina Brooke Benson
Jeremy Franklin Blades
Dawn M Bogucki
Desiree Michelle Braden
Noreen Elise Brisson-Capp
Christin Linda Buck
Kelleen Brook Burlison
Jessica Stuart Clipson
Tess Collins
Rachel E Couch
Jennifer E Feehan
Jacob Michael Couch
Edward Lee Hall
Jaime K Hansen
Jessica Lynn Harris
Nico Clarissa Helms
Anne Marie Henna
Kayle Ann Holtry
Nichole A Jenkins
Scott R Jorgensen
Mitsue Kamitani
Eric C Kennedy
Meekyung Kim
Kalynn Rachelle Lauson
Kimberly Ann Lee

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS EMPHASIS
Christina Dianne Case
Amanda Marie Craig
Crystal Navarrete

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, POLITICAL SCIENCE, PUBLIC LAW & POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY EMPHASIS
Damien George Alambra
Matthew Ryan Comstock
Shawn Clark Maybon

BACHELOR OF ARTS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, SECONDARY EDUCATION
Russell Perry McCrea
Sheena L Wellard

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, SECONDARY EDUCATION
Joshua Dufferin Aldinger
Brittany Lynn Nelson
BACHELOR OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCE

Jeffery Edward Bohn
William Loran Christensen
Andrew Robert Grafe
Bryan H Kindelberger
Heather Marie Santos
Cheryl Marie Smith
Sarah Jayne Spafford

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCE

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION

Rena Dawn Brown
Adam Ryan Crist
Angela Marie Ireland
Cindy Rae Leoni
Beverly Bryant Reinhard
Jessica Elizabeth Rowland
Brandi Jean Sinnema
Angeles Villa

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCE

Christine Robyn Dalling
Emily Gales
Rhonda Lea Magill
Jacque Dee Meyer
Stephanie Caroline Myrick
Laura Anne Newell
Tiffany Ann Olson
Jami Lee Wood

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Andrea M Day
Gina L Dunn
Thomas P Maione
Chantal Danae Schaal
Kenneth Christopher Shedden
Bryan Lloyd Snyder

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, COMPUTER SERVICE TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, COMPUTER NETWORK TECHNOLOGY

Andrew Garrett Archer
Douglas Lee Bigelow

Christopher Reid Cannon
David A Egbert
Ali Mohammad Mirzaie
Wally J Tuck

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, COOKERY ARTS

Chelsi Ann Johnson
Brandon Resor Payne

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY

Sheldon W Gray

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY

Clell Damion Alden
Paul Lawrence Beattie Jr
Keith William Bickford
Peter Michael Craig
Aaron Wayne Detmar
David August Marsch
Scott Jay Nicholas
Jeremy S Ogden

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, HORTICULTURE TECHNOLOGY, HORTICULTURIST

Julianne Massey Haller
Ashley Ramona Preece

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

Sandrice Lea Zaccardi

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, MARKETING/ MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Randall Scott Beck
Ryan Charles Duley
Stephen Ryan Gamboa
Amanda Marie Steier

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

Mike J Olivotti
Sandrice Lea Zaccardi

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, WILDLAND FIRE MANAGEMENT

Colby T Jackson
Johnny Rigo Reyes
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING TECHNOLOGY
Timothy Roger Wilcox

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE TECHNOLOGY
Ignacio Cecilio Larracochea Cassandra Carol Myers Kelli Nicole Valentine

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING TECHNOLOGY
Jason Saravuth Clark Kevin David Loper

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
Alicia Nanette Dodson Sheldon W Gray Rick Brent Tolliver

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL
Andrew S Kendall

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, HORTICULTURE TECHNOLOGY, HORTICULTURIST
Paula J Dillon Julianne Massey Haller Meghan Teresa Monteith Christopher Joe Owings Bernadette Rose Ward

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
Brian Christopher Ireland Jamie R Stombaugh

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, MARKETING/ MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
Randall Scott Beck Amanda Marie Steier

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, MECHANICAL WELDING TECHNICIAN
Lucas Laurence Budell

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Jason Saravuth Clark

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, WILDLAND FIRE MANAGEMENT
Keith Allan Hawk Colby T Jackson Johnny Rigo Reyes

ADVANCED TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Marc V Boyd David Leniger Clinton Joseph Marshall Jeffrey William Muise Lawrence F Rose Timofei V Vasilenko

ADVANCED TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, CULINARY ARTS
Susan Rachelle Tanner

ADVANCED TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL
Evan James Barton Jesse J Martin Elbert Shane Wright

ADVANCED TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, MECHANICAL WELDING TECHNICIAN
Benjamin Raymond Robert Kinney

ADVANCED TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, RECREATIONAL AND SMALL ENGINE REPAIR TECHNOLOGY
Russell Shane Crafston Bruce W Fuller

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, AUTO BODY
Jacob R Henderson

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Jeffrey William Muise Lawrence F Rose Edward Bruce Willson Jr

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
Cynthia Marie Benson Ashley L Hepworth Joan A Johnson Kelsey Marie Kunkler John Phillip Mitchell

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, CULINARY ARTS
James Cameron Moores
TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, DENTAL ASSISTING
Vernesa Hatic
Martel A Schlitt
Stephanie Ann Waters

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, ELECTRICAL LINEMAN
Brent Steven Bottemiller
Matthew Paul Clay

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL
Steven Leroy Tracy

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY
Matthew Robert Allen
Bradley Golden Callahan
Ron E Collins Jr
Gary Mitchell Johnson
Michael Odell Johnson
Terry Joe Lakey
Brian Clifford Lloyd
Dean P Perman
Joseph Lee Pitney
Ronald Scott Randall

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY
Joseph Roger Holten

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, REFRIGERATION, HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Bruce Mount
Ronald Rich
Bradley Joseph Wilson

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY
Andrew S Ragland

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, WELDING & METALS FABRICATION
Benjamin David Bothman
Jarad Cody Webb
Jeffrey M Willey

POSTSECONDARY TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, IDAHO PROFESSIONAL DRIVER TRAINING
James R Anderson
Curtis Bly
Raymond M Boese
Rodney L Boss
Richard Lewis Carr
David A Cline
Roy Victor Cuellar
Jason J Danielson
Lord Byron James Dooley
Ramona Driskell
Jonathan Lee Felty
James D Follick
Jason Samuel Jarvis
Michael J Kissler
Enrique Lomeli
Jose Lomeli
Paul J McDaid
Douglas B Monahan
Salvador Leonel Morales
Jean Vernell Morris
Beverley Joy Nicholl
Jason P Ohler
David E Pena
Sergey P Radchuk
Mario Ramirez
Kathryn E Reed
Santos Reyes
Walter J Saul
Michael Bernard Spencer
Kevin S Stohr
Murray Jay Vaughn
Gene Allen Walker
Hal Tabb Walker
Wade Douglas Wood

POSTSECONDARY TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE, OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
Lucinda R Allen
Crystal Dawn Miller


**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Guests and family members must remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony, including the processional and recessional, and will not be allowed on the Arena floor.

**ELEVATOR** - Elevators are available at Entrance 1 and 2.

**EMERGENCY CARE** - For medical emergencies, please check with ushers.

**RECEPTION** - Immediately following the ceremony, faculty and graduates will proceed in the recessional through the Honor March to the reception in the Jordan Ballroom, Student Union Building. Shuttle buses will be provided from the Taco Bell Arena to the Student Union Building and then return.

**BROADCAST OF COMMENCEMENT** – On Saturday, December 23, 2006 at 10:00 a.m. and on Sunday, December 24, 2006 at 2:00 p.m., Channel 11, Public Access TV will broadcast the Boise State University Winter Commencement.

DVD Sales – Boise State Bookstore will be selling DVDs of the ceremony. The cost is $20.00.

**ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS**

The recessional music, “Golden Jubilee,” was composed by Dr. Mel Shelton, Professor Emeritus, for Boise State University’s 50th Anniversary (1982).

The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to Ric’s Capital City Florists, Inc. for providing the plants and flowers for the ceremony; PSI for furnishing the audio/visual/lighting for the ceremony; Chappell Studios for providing photographs to the graduates; John Kelly and Carrie Quinney for candid and promotional shots of the ceremony and reception; Jostens and the Boise State Bookstore for regalia orders and sales; Aramark, the Alumni Association, University Advancement and the Presidents Office for arranging the reception; Boise State University Printing and Graphic Services for the design and printing of the program; and the Taco Bell Arena staff whose hard work and dedication make the ceremony run smoothly.

A special thanks goes to Dr. Richard Klautsch, Chair, Department of Theatre Arts, and Ann Klautsch, Special Lecturer, Department of Theatre Arts, for the monumental task of reading the names of each graduate.

Music is under the direction of John King, Director, Boise State University Symphonic Winds.

The honor color guard is provided by the Cadet Bronco Battalion, Army ROTC, Boise State University under the direction of SFC Eugene Hicks.

**ACADEMIC DRESS**

For centuries academic dress has been associated with learning. Its origin is considered to be ecclesiastical, though the gown of the medieval scholar may have developed out of the ordinary civilian costume of an earlier period. The medieval scholar was often a monk, who found the hood and gown a protection against the cold of his cell. The sleeves of his gown were used for carrying his books and supplies.

In the United States, three types of gowns and three types of hoods have been devised for the bachelors, masters, and doctorates, respectively. The square caps are the same, except that the doctorates may be made of velvet and have a tassel of gold.

The distinguishing characteristic of the gowns is the sleeves: pointed and hanging to the knee, for the bachelor; closed (the arm coming through a slit at the elbow), square at the end, extending well below the knee, for the master; full, round, open, bell-shaped, adorned with three bars of velvet, for the doctorate.

The colors on the hoods represent two things: the wearer’s Alma Mater and the department of learning. The lining of silk is in the color or colors of the college or university granting the degree. The trimming of velvet is the color that represents the department of learning in which the degree was obtained. The velvet trimming on a doctorate gown may also be of the departmental color or it may be black.

- Agriculture................................. Maize
- Arts, Letters, Humanities.............. White
- Business Administration.................. Drab
- Dentistry..................................... Lilac
- Economics.................................... Copper
- Education................................. Light Blue
- Engineering.............................. Orange
- Fine Arts, Architecture.................. Brown
- Forestry...................................... Russett
- Home Economics.......................... Maroon
- Journalism.................................. Crimson
- Law........................................... Purple
- Library Science............................ Lemon
- Medicine................................. Green
- Music........................................ Pink
- Nursing..................................... Apricot
- Speech...................................... Silver Gray
- Pharmacy................................. Olive Green
- Philosophy............................... Dark Blue
- Physical Education....................... Sage Green
- Public Administration.................... Peacock Blue
- Public Health............................... Salmon Pink
- Science................................. Golden Yellow
- Social Science/Social Work.............. Citron
- Theology................................... Scarlet
- Veterinary Science....................... Gray